Moving the energy business from smart to genius by building corporate IQ

Summary

Moving the energy business from smart asset developers to genius organizations by building corporate intelligence quotient (IQ) is advocated in this study. A company's overall effectiveness in creating primary business value from the available knowledge resources (internally and externally) can be expressed as a corporate IQ score in the framework defined here, using a new questionnaire comprising 140 questions. This questionnaire has now been applied to seven energy companies: five oil operators, one service company, and one natural-gas transmission-service operator. The sample groups are still small, but an interesting pattern emerges that confirms the general notion that internationally operating companies are best at developing organizational intelligence. Their higher corporate IQ is essential to enable them to operate effectively in a highly competitive market. The new data reported here may provide useful insight for national oil companies (NOCs) that wish to improve their organizational intelligence if required by an ambition to internationalize their operations. Companies that excel at organizational learning are better prepared to outperform their competitors. International oil companies (IOCs) also can strive to further the enhancement of their corporate IQ by use of the periodic assessments and interventions outlined in this study.
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Looking for more?

Some of the OnePetro partner societies have developed subject-specific wikis that may help.

_PetroWiki_ was initially created from the seven volume *Petroleum Engineering Handbook* (PEH) published by the Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE).
The **SEG Wiki** is a useful collection of information for working geophysicists, educators, and students in the field of geophysics. The initial content has been derived from: Robert E. Sheriff's *Encyclopedic Dictionary of Applied Geophysics*, fourth edition.
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